healthcare Partners
Here is an example of one of
over 11,000 healthcare facilities
STANLEY secures.

baycare health system
BayCare Health System is a leading community-based health
system with more than 200 locations throughout the Tampa
Bay area. BayCare connects patients to a complete range
of preventive, diagnostic, and treatment services for any
healthcare need.
STANLEY Security partnered with BayCare Health System to
provide an enterprise access control solution, video management technology, and IP cameras to build for the expansion
of their new heart center, hospital, and executive office
buildings. Working together on this integrated security
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TECHNOLOGIES & products
Sonitrol Audio Intrusion
Sonitrol Audio Verified Intrusion systems provide
the monitoring center valuable audio information
when an alarm is triggered. With wall to wall, and
floor to ceiling volumetric protection, Sonitrol intrusion detection reduces false alarms and provides
valuable insight to law enforcement.

EyeLock Iris Biometrics
Revolutionary EyeLock iris identity authentication captures
iris code data at a distance while in motion, providing
the most advanced, cost effective, and efficient biometric identity authentication system available.

AeroScout RTLS
AeroScout Real Time Locating System provides
complete enterprise visibility over a single unified
solution, combining a wide variety of location,
status, and condition information about valuable
mobile assets.

STANLEY Access Technologies
Automated sliding, swinging and revolving entrances
offer convenient, controlled ingress and egress for
both interior and exterior applications. Innovative
door controller microprocessor technology integrates
with your facility’s security system and monitors door
safety sensors. Manual ICU/CCU door product line and

Create a Secure Environment

available options for complete healthcare entrance
solution. Specialized ballistic resistant doors are available for high-risk facilities.

BEST Patient Safety Hardware
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CUSTOM SECURITY SOLUTIONS
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tions across North America, STANLEY service providers
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live and work right in your community and care just as

a safe environment for patients, healthcare professionals,

unique environment. After implementation, we continue

much about the safety of our healthcare professionals

and visitors. We realize that you are looking for power-

to deliver with expert service that’s available when you need
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response. In addition, we understand your need to protect

Traditional and Audio Intrusion Systems

Master Keying Systems with Patented
Keying Protection

nearly 5,000 employees have secured over 11,000 health-

valuable assets such as medical equipment, patient records,

Video Surveillance and Monitoring

Panic and Fire Exit Hardware

care facilities across North America. Our commitment to

pharmaceutical drugs, and more within your facility. Stanley

providing comprehensive solutions, support, and service

provides compliant systems that meet industry codes and

Access Control Technologies
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standards while also documenting and capturing event
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community. We hope to continue to earn your trust and
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RTLS Asset Tracking

ICU/CCU Doors and Automatic Entrances

in which the microbe food and oxygen supplies are

team up with you to design a top notch solution that fits

your trusted source for your total healthcare security solution.

Iris Identity Biometric Authentication

Storage Solutions and Inventory Supply

eliminated, effectively producing a long-lasting prod-

Patient and Staff Protection

UL and Bilingual ULC Monitoring Services

your facility.

BEST patient safety hardware resists ligature engage-

Mechanical, Electronic, and Wireless Door Locking
Anti-Microbial Coating

Real-Time, Online eServices

ment on the lock trim while providing patients and
staff with easy-to-operate hardware that eliminates
the operational requirement “pinch & grasp” motion.

STANLEY Emergency Door Alarm
STANLEY offers easy to install full-width door sensor
bars that are activated by attempts to drape an item
over the door. The sensor bar incorporates a curved
design providing maximum sensitivity to pressure.

UltraShield™ Antimicrobial Protected Coating
Antimicrobial coating incorporates a naturally-occurring silver ion exchange that creates a sanitary surface

uct protection. Coating is used on the BEST locks and
Precision exit devices.
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